
HOW TO WRITE A BLOCK QUOTE IN HTML

Example. A section that is quoted from another source: blockquote cite="http:// carriagehouseautoresto.com"> For 50
years, WWF has been protecting .

A published author with extensive website creation and management skills. This is usually done just on the
left side. In other cases, if an element is really needed, the span element can be used. Proin sed tincidunt urna,
et auctor mauris. Proin vitae diam non leo commodo ullamcorper euismod vel lacus. You can float that quote
to one side of the page and have the other text wrap around it, which is a common visual style used for
pullquotes in printed magazines. Aenean rhoncus dapibus enim, sit amet faucibus leo ornare vitae. Remember
that this is simply the default styling of the blockquote element. You can increase or even remove the indent,
add background colors or increase text size to further call out the quote. Most web browsers add some
indenting about 5 spaces to both sides of a blockquote to make it stand out from the surrounding text. You
may also want to set the left margin to 0 to override the default margin. In publishing, this is sometimes called
a pullquote , In web design, one of the ways to achieve this and the way that we are covering in this article is
called a blockquote. With CSS, you have total control over how your blockquote will display. Etiam non
fermentum leo, in mollis urna. Nulla suscipit odio ut est efficitur sollicitudin. You have control over the
blockquote's appearance with CSS, something we will discuss a little more shortly. Browser Support for
blockquote. Vestibulum gravida tellus sit amet interdum ultrices. Here is the definition of this element
according to the W3C HTML5 specification : The blockquote element represents a section that is quoted from
another source. A person's name is not the title of a work â€” even if people call that person a piece of work
â€” and the element must therefore not be used to mark up people's names. How to Use Blockquote on Your
Webpages When you're writing text on a web page and creating that page's layout, you sometimes want to call
out a block of text as a quotation. In some cases, the b element might be appropriate for names; e. A quotation
is often actual words that someone has said or text from an outside source like the Lewis Carroll text in this
article , but it can also be the pullquote concept that we covered previously. You don't have to follow them,
but you might find that it is helpful to do so. Phasellus nisi lacus, auctor sit amet purus vel, gravida luctus
lectus. The other very common styling pattern is to place a vertical line or border along the left edge of the
blockquote. This could be a quote from somewhere else, like a customer testimonial that accompanies a case
study or project success story. Updated June 17, If you've ever looked at a list of HTML elements, you may
have found yourself asking "what is a blockquote? Quisque quis tortor tempus, sollicitudin turpis et, tempus
enim. When you think about it, that pullquote is a quote of text, it just happens to be from the same article that
the quote itself appears in. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. This is usually done in
alignment with the edge of the surrounding text, which requires using padding in place of margin to achieve
proper indentation. Quisque non eros nec leo elementum elementum. In fully-justified text, though, it can be
helpful to place margins on both sides of the quote. Fusce vestibulum molestie ultricies. This can be a work
that is being quoted or referenced in detail i. For now, let's continue looking at how to add the quote itself to
your HTML markup. This could also be a design treatment that repeats some important text from the article or
content itself.


